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Abstract Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) is

a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast enhancement

technique that enables indirect detection of metabolites with

exchangeable protons. Endogenous metabolites with

exchangeable protons including many endogenous proteins

with amide protons, glycosaminoglycans, glycogen, myo-

inositol, glutamate, creatine and several others have been

identified as potential in vivo endogenous CEST agents. These

endogenous CEST agents can be exploited as non-invasive

and nonionizing biomarkers of disease diagnosis and treat-

ment monitoring. This review focuses on the recent technical

developments in endogenous in vivo CEST MRI from various

metabolites as well as their potential clinical applications. The

basic underlying principles of CEST, its potential limitations

and new techniques to mitigate them are discussed.

Keywords MRI � CEST � Chemical exchange �
Molecular imaging � GluCEST � APT

Introduction

Many methods have been proposed for noninvasive

molecular imaging in vivo, but few so far have widespread

applications in the clinical setting. While nuclear medicine

techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET)

have exquisite sensitivity, their primary shortcomings are

the use of radioactive isotopes, many with short half-lives,

and suboptimal spatial resolution [1]. Optical imaging on

the other hand has a limited set of clinical applications due

to poor depth of penetration [2]. Magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS) has been used for in vivo quantifica-

tions of concentrations of a wide range of metabolites

in vivo and has shown that the concentrations of many of

these metabolites are high enough for detection with MR

[3–5]. However, poor spatial resolution and long acquisi-

tion times make the use of current MRS challenging for

clinical use. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-

ionizing, high-resolution imaging technique, which is

widely utilized clinically. However, current MRI-based

molecular imaging techniques have relied primarily on

exogenous contrast agents, which affect bulk water relax-

ation properties for contrast [6, 7]. There is thus a need to

develop noninvasive, high-resolution and quantitative

methods to measure molecular changes in vivo.

Chemical exchange processes and their effects on the

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum were some of

the main topics of investigation that led to several key

advancements in the early days of NMR [8–10]. However,

only recently have these processes been exploited for con-

trast on MRI through saturation transfer experiments [11].

Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) is a new

contrast enhancement technique that enables the indirect

detection of molecules with exchangeable protons and

exchange-related properties [12, 13]. CEST makes MRI

sensitive to the concentrations of endogenous metabolites

and their environments.

CEST agents, molecules with exchangeable protons, can

be divided into two classes: paramagnetic CEST agents
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(PARACEST) and diamagnetic CEST agents. Molecules

with exchangeable protons capable of providing CEST

contrast combined with a paramagnetic metal ion (typically

one of the lanthanides) are known as PARACEST agents.

On the other hand, diamagnetic CEST agents are simply

molecules with exchangeable protons without paramag-

netic ions. PARACEST agents create larger chemical shifts

between exchangeable protons, which allow for more

selective irradiation and imaging of faster exchanging

species [14–16]. While these PARACEST agents have

promising applications, a detailed discussion of these is

beyond the scope of this review. The reader is referred to

several excellent reviews summarizing the PARACEST

literature [17–19].

This review focuses on the recent developments in

endogenous diamagnetic CEST methods and their potential

clinical applications. Briefly, we outline the theoretical

aspects of CEST and review recent developments in

endogenous CEST contrast from amides on proteins, amine

groups on small metabolites such as glutamate (Glu), cre-

atine (Cr) and hydroxyl groups on glycosaminoglycans

(GAG), glycogen, myoinositol (MI), and glucose. Finally,

the basic underlying principles and some of the limitations

of CEST imaging as well as new methods to alleviate them

are outlined. For a thorough discussion of theoretical

aspects of CEST, the reader is referred to several out-

standing reviews [19–21] on this topic.

Theory

Let us consider a two-site exchange process involving a

solute pool (Qs) with exchangeable protons and a much

larger solvent (water) pool (Qw). In CEST imaging, a fre-

quency-selective radiofrequency (RF) saturation pulse is

applied to the solute pool (Fig. 1d). A long saturation

pulse, applied at the resonance frequency of the solute

protons, equalizes the number of spins aligned against the

magnetic field to those aligned with the magnetic field,

leading to no net magnetization and resulting in the process

termed ‘‘saturation’’, the net result of which is zero MR

signal. This zero magnetization of saturated protons from

the solute pool then exchanges with unsaturated protons

from the much larger water pool, leading to decrease in the

water signal proportional to the concentration of solute

(Fig. 1a). While the saturation pulse is being applied, this

process continues to decrease the water magnetization.

Concurrently, longitudinal relaxation processes return the

saturated proton spins to their thermal equilibrium state

until the system reaches steady state or the saturation pulse

is turned off. The reduction in the water signal can be

imaged with any routine imaging sequences.

CEST contrast requires that a discrete chemical shift

difference (Dx) between water and the exchangeable

Fig. 1 Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) contrast

enhancement mechanism illustrated with a two-site exchange between

a solute pool and a solvent pool (water). a Radiofrequency (RF)

saturation applied at the resonance frequency (Dx) of the labile solute

protons (Qs) leads to a loss of net magnetization. These saturated

protons (red) from the solute pool then exchange with unsaturated

protons (blue) from the much larger water pool (Qw) with an exchange

rate, ksw leading to an accumulation of saturated protons in the water

pool. b The accumulation of the zero net magnetization of solute

protons in water results in a decrease in the total water signal. While the

saturation pulse is being applied, this process continues to decrease the

water magnetization through the CEST effect as well as through

magnetization transfer (MT) and direct water saturation or ‘‘spillover’’

effects. A saturation pulse applied at the corresponding reference

frequency symmetrically at the opposite side of the water resonance

(-Dx) will decrease the water magnetization through MT and spillover

effects only. c Saturation transfer effects can be assessed using a

z-spectrum (black curve) where the water signal is plotted as a function

of saturation frequency. Here the water resonance frequency is used as

the center frequency and assigned the chemical shift of 0 ppm as

opposed to in NMR spectra, where water protons have a chemical shift

of 4.7 ppm. Asymmetry analysis (CESTasym) is performed by subtract-

ing the water signal from one side of the z-spectrum from the other side

to mitigate the effects of spillover as well MT effects and isolate the

effects of chemical exchange. d Standard CEST magnetization

preparation consisting of a long saturation pulse applied at a resonance

frequency, Dx, at a saturation amplitude, B1, and duration tsat. The

saturation pulse can be a single, long, frequency-selective rectangular

pulse, as shown here, or a train of shaped frequency-selective pulses

separated by small delays
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proton on the solute is preserved, and the exchange rate,

ksw, has to fulfill the slow to intermediate exchange con-

dition on the NMR time scale defined as [22].

ksw�Dx ð1Þ

Generally, the saturation pulses are not perfectly

frequency-selective and therefore lead to some direct

saturation of the water protons, or ‘‘spillover’’ effects

(Fig. 1b). Additionally, in biological tissues, the saturation

of solute pools also causes magnetization transfer (MT)

between water molecules bound to larger macromolecules

in solid or semisolid phases and free water protons, which

also leads to a decrease in the water signal. These different

saturation transfer effects can be assessed using a

z-spectrum generated by plotting the water signal as a

function of saturation frequency. Since the direct water

saturation effects are symmetric with respect to the water

resonance frequency, they can be removed by asymmetry

analysis where the water signal from one side of the

z-spectrum is subtracted from the other side [20] (Fig. 1c).

Under certain saturation parameters, asymmetry analysis

will also remove the contribution of MT. Thus, to isolate

the chemical exchange effects of a particular metabolite,

the CEST asymmetry ratio (CESTasym) is computed by

subtracting the normalized magnetization signal at the

exchangeable solute proton frequency [Msat (?Dx)] where

Dx is the chemical shift difference between solute and

labile protons, from magnetization at the corresponding

reference frequency symmetrically at the opposite side of

the water resonance [Msat (-Dx)]:

CESTasym ¼
Msatð�DxÞ �MsatðþDxÞ

Mctl

ð2Þ

where Mctl is the control magnetization. For Mctl, either M0,

the magnetization observed with no saturation, the mag-

netization observed with a saturation pulse far from the

water resonance (C20 ppm), or the Msat (-Dx) magneti-

zation can be used [23].

In interpreting the CEST effect, factors that play a role

are the concentration of the solute, the proton exchange

rate, the number of exchangeable protons, the pH of the

local environment, T1, T2, the saturation efficiency, and the

amplitude and duration of the saturation pulse. These

effects can be incorporated into a general solution obtain-

able from the analysis of a two-site exchange model in the

presence of RF saturation [24, 25].

As Dx increases linearly with static field strength, CEST

imaging greatly benefits from ultra-high magnetic fields.

As a result, molecules with high exchange rates, which do

not satisfy the condition in Eq. (1) at lower fields (B3T),

may still demonstrate a CEST effect at 7T.

While the chemical shift difference is directly related to

the magnetic field strength, the chemical exchange rate

depends mainly on the exchange type and environment.

In vivo, the exchange rate is highly sensitive to changes in

tissue pH [26]. The chemical exchange rate can change by

several orders of magnitude with changes in pH as small as

1 U. It is therefore critical to identify endogenous agents

whose chemical exchange rates satisfy Eq. (1) under

physiological conditions. This exquisite sensitivity of

exchange rate to pH can be exploited to measure pH using

CEST-based MRI methods.

Endogenous CEST

Many of the metabolites originally examined for use as

exogenous contrast agents are found endogenously at

concentrations high enough for detection [22]. The feasi-

bility of endogenous CEST imaging was first demonstrated

in imaging of urea in the bladder of healthy human subjects

[13]. Since then, several endogenous metabolites with

exchangeable protons [amide (–NH), amine (–NH2) and

hydroxyl (–OH) groups] with optimal exchange properties

under physiological conditions have been identified and

imaged in vivo (see Table 1). Thus, CEST-based MRI

Table 1 Approximate CEST exchange properties for amide (–NH), amine (–NH2), and hydroxyl (–OH) groups

Amide protons

(–NH)

Amine protons (–NH2) Hydroxyl protons (–OH)

Chemical shift 3.5 ppm 1.8–3.0 ppm 0.5–1.5 ppm

Exchange rate (ksw)

range

10–100 s-1 [500 s-1 500–1,500 s-1

Endogenous metabolites Multiple unknown Glutamate (Glu), creatine (Cr) Glycosaminoglycans (GAG), glycogen,

myoinositol (MI), glucose

CESTasym
a 1–4 % 7–10 % 2–8 %

Sensitivity to pH Yes Yes Yes

CEST applications Cancer/stroke Skeletal muscle and myocardial muscle

energetics, cancer metabolism (Cr),

neuropsychiatric disorders (Glu)

Osteoarthritis (GAG), neurological disorders

(MI), cancer metabolism (glucose)

a At 7T under physiological conditions
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methods show promise to use MRI as a noninvasive,

nonionizing tool for molecular imaging.

Amide Proton (–NH) Transfer (APT)

The CEST effects from amide protons were first demon-

strated in the rat brain at 4.7T, and this method was referred

to as amide proton transfer (APT) [27]. Amide protons

have a chemical shift 3.5 ppm down field from water,

which corresponds to the amide resonance at about

8.3 ppm in the NMR spectrum [28]. Additionally, due to

their very slow exchange rate (*30 s-1) [29], it is possible

to obtain almost complete saturation using a low power,

long duration saturation pulse. However, when using this

saturation scheme, there are MT effects which are not

symmetric around the water resonance and thus create

asymmetry of their own [30]. Nonetheless, when investi-

gating diseased tissue such as tumors or ischemia, changes

in pH affecting the amide proton exchange rate as well as

changes to water content and the R1 of water are able to

provide contrast.

APT imaging has been performed for a range of appli-

cations. The first in vivo studies focused on characterizing

changes in APT asymmetry from ischemic tissue induced

by stroke in rats [27]. A 1–3 % decrease in APT asym-

metry was seen following occlusion of the middle cerebral

artery (MCA) assessed by APT asymmetry curves. This

decrease was attributed to a decrease in proton exchange

rate due to the decrease in pH resulting from ischemia. This

was followed by APT imaging of tumors in cancer models

[28]. In 9L gliosarcoma tumor rat models, an increase of

3–4 % was observed in the tumor compared to normal

brain tissue in the contralateral hemisphere. This increase

was hypothesized to be due to increased amide proton

content in the brain tumors.

Recently, imaging of stroke and tumors has been applied

to human models [31]. APT imaging was performed in

human brain tumor patients showing an increase in APT in

tumor regions. Furthermore, APT could differentiate the

brain tumor regions from peritumoral edema and normal

appearing white matter. More recent studies have demon-

strated the feasibility of APT imaging for tumor grading

[32, 33], which was further extended to studies of radiation

necrosis. Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and

gadolinium (Gd)-enhanced T1-weighted images are rou-

tinely used to determine the extent of tumor involvement and

to assess the therapeutic response. However, these methods

cannot reliably distinguish between tumor recurrence and

Fig. 2 Comparison of active tumors and radiation necrosis using

APT MRI and histology. a Gadolinium (Gd) enhanced and APT MRI

and H&E-stained histopathological sections of a radiation necrosis

(black arrowhead), b SF188/V? human glioma tumor (pink open
arrow), and c 9L gliosarcoma tumor (red open arrow). All three

lesions appear hyperintense compared to contralateral brain tissue in

Gd-enhanced MR imaging. However, on APT maps, active tumors

appear hyperintense while radiation necrosis is hypointense to

isointense. This corresponds to the high cellularity seen in histology

of active tumors compared to radiation necrosis. d Quantitative

comparison of APT image intensities (in percentage change of bulk

water signal intensity) for radiation necrosis and active gliomas.

Radiation necrosis and active tumors have opposite APT signal

intensities with respect to the control contralateral brain tissue (from

Ref. [34•], with permission.)
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radiation necrosis. APT could differentiate between active

orthotopic gliomas that appear hyperintense from radiation

necrosis, which appears hypointense (Fig. 2) [34•]. In addi-

tion, the APT intensity was shown to decrease in irradiated

tumors from baseline to 3 and 6 days post treatment. New

applications of APT imaging are emerging in studies of

multiple sclerosis [35], breast cancer [36], prostate and

bladder cancer [37], spinal cord imaging [38] as well as

others. These applications could further increase the utility

of CEST as a biomarker of disease.

Given the slow exchanges rate of amide protons, the

APT experiments can be performed at 3T as well as at

higher fields. APT imaging shows promise in detecting and

characterizing changes in various types of tumors, stroke,

multiple sclerosis and other pathologies [21]. However, at

present, it is not clear whether it can separate pH changes

from protein content changes. Also, APT measurement is

affected by MT asymmetry and nuclear overhauser effects

(NOE). Therefore, to realize the full potential of APT,

methods need to be developed to remove confounding

effects such as MT asymmetry and NOE. Nonetheless, the

slow exchange rate and relatively high concentrations of

amide protons create conditions, which potentially allow

this technique to be translated to clinical applications as an

‘‘index’’ of molecular changes.

Hydroxyl (–OH) Protons

Another important application of CEST imaging is in

studying exchange of –OH groups in metabolites such as,

glycogen, GAG, MI, and glucose. Recently, the feasibility of

detecting the CEST effect from –OH groups of glycogen

(glycoCEST) [39•] was demonstrated in vitro as well as

in vivo in animal studies of the liver at 4.7T. GlycoCEST

may have clinical utility in disorders of glycogen metabolism

as well as conditions such as obesity, insulin resistance, and

type 2 diabetes, where glycogen content may be abnormal.

Another important application of hydroxyl proton CEST

imaging is GAG imaging in cartilage (GagCEST) [40].

GAGs are side chains attached to core proteins of proteo-

glycans. Loss of proteoglycans in cartilage tissue is the

predominant initiating event in osteoarthritis [41]. Thus,

GAG quantification may potentially be a biomarker for

osteoarthritis. While a 20 % GagCEST asymmetry was

originally reported in cartilage at 3T, later studies showed

that proper correction of B0 inhomogeneities lead to negli-

gible GagCEST contrast at 3T (Fig. 3a–c) [42•]. This is

mainly due to direct saturation effects from the saturation

scheme necessary to saturate faster exchanging spins with a

small chemical shift. Nevertheless, moving to 7T, the

chemical shift is increased leading to lower direct water

saturation and makes GagCEST mapping possible in the

knee. At 7T, a *6 % GagCEST asymmetry was shown

from patellar cartilage of human knees with optimized pulse

parameters and correction for B0 and B1 field inhomoge-

neities. Studies at 7T have shown a high correlation

between GagCEST and sodium (23Na) imaging in the

patellar cartilage (Fig. 3d–f) [43]. Sodium imaging uses

positively charged 23Na in cartilage to map the concentra-

tion of negatively charged GAGs. Thus its high correlation

with sodium imaging implies that GagCEST is potentially a

useful biomarker for GAG. In addition, the inherent higher

spatial resolution of the GagCEST technique as compared

to sodium MRI is beneficial in imaging thin cartilage.

Similar studies performed ex vivo on intervertebral discs

demonstrate the feasibility of applying this technique for

early diagnosis and characterization of disc degeneration

and possibly for other orthopedic applications [44–46].

MI is another CEST agent with exchangeable hydroxyl

protons that has been discussed for endogenous CEST. MI

is a sugar-like molecule, with six –OH groups, located

mainly in glial cells, which functions as an osmolyte, and is

one of the most abundant metabolites visible in brain MR

spectroscopy. Its concentration is altered in many brain

disorders. The MI hydroxyl proton exchange rate is in the

slow to intermediate exchange regime (*600 s-1) and

exhibits a concentration dependent CEST asymmetry

which is maximized at *0.6 ppm [47•]. In vivo studies

demonstrated the feasibilities of MICEST Brain mapping.

A significantly higher MICEST asymmetry was observed

in 5 subjects from white matter (5.2 ± 0.5 %) compared to

gray matter (4.3 ± 0.5 %). More recently, MICEST has

been applied to a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) [48]. AD mice showed a 50 % higher

MICEST asymmetry than age matched wild type controls

(Fig. 4). This was validated with increased MI concentra-

tion in MR spectroscopy as well as immunohistochemistry,

which showed a proliferation of glial cells. As a glial

marker, CEST imaging of MI could be a biomarker for a

variety of neurological disorders.

Another important metabolite with exchangeable –OH

proton groups is glucose. Recently, –OH groups of glucose

have been exploited in imaging glucose in phantoms as

well as in in vivo systems (GlucoCEST) [39•, 49–51].

Tumors typically rely more on glycolytic metabolism than

normal tissues due to hypoxia or inhibited mitochondrial

function and as a result, upregulated glucose metabolism is

commonly used to detect and characterize tumors with 18F

labeled fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET. Similarly, pref-

erential uptake of injected D-glucose in tumors can be

imaged with GlucoCEST. Significant GlucoCEST signal

enhancement has been shown at 11.7T in mice in two

human breast cancer cell lines during systemic sugar

infusion [51]. These results show the potential of cancer

detection and characterization with MRI using the Gluco-

CEST effect from simple non-toxic sugars.
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Fig. 3 B0 and B1 corrected

GagCEST maps of human knee

cartilage at a 3T and b 7T.

c GagCEST asymmetry plot

simulations at 3T and 7T

(from Ref. [42•], with

permission). High-spatial-

resolution d morphologic,

e GagCEST, and f 23Na MR

images of the knee joint

cartilage of a patient (26.4 years

old) who underwent matrix-

associated autologous

chondrocyte transplantation

(MACT) in the lateral femoral

condyle (from Ref. [43] with

permission.)

Fig. 4 MICEST maps show the distribution of myoinositol in the

brain of a a 20-month-old wild-type mouse and a b 20-month-old

APP-PS1 transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

Higher MICEST contrast is depicted in the AD brain compared to the

WT mouse. 1H MRS spectrum shows that compared to the c wild type

mouse, there was an increase in the myoinositol peak amplitude in the

d AD mouse. GFAP immunostain of brain slices from e WT and

f APP-PS1 mice show higher expression of GFAP in the APP-PS1

mouse than the WT mouse. This signifies higher glial cell prolifer-

ation/activation in APP-PS1 mice (from Ref. [48], with permission.)
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In general, –OH groups of many metabolites, such as the

one described above, resonate at around 1 ppm

(0.6–1.5 ppm) down field from water and have exchange

rates in the range of 500–1,500 s-1. These exchange rates

typically do not satisfy the condition of slow to interme-

diate exchange [Eq. (1)] on the NMR time scale at lower

fields such as 1.5T and 3T. In addition, lower frequency

separation from water and the requirement of relatively

high saturation power lead to huge direct saturation effects

that decrease the sensitivity of CEST. However, as dis-

cussed in this section, these studies can be performed at

higher fields (C7T) with improved sensitivity and have

been demonstrated in preclinical as well as in clinically

relevant applications.

Amine (–NH2) Protons

Amine protons from free amino acids or protein and pep-

tide side chains are another important class of endogenous

CEST agents. Endogenous metabolites with exchangeable

amine group protons and exchange rates suitable for CEST

imaging include Glu and Cr.

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the

central nervous system (CNS). It was recently demonstrated

that Glu exhibits a pH- and concentration-dependent CEST

effect (GluCEST) between its amine group, observed at

*3.0 ppm downfield from water, and bulk water [52•]. Glu-

CESTasym obtained from a rat brain following middle cerebral

artery occlusion (MCAO) induced stroke showed significant

differences between ipsilateral and contralateral sides

(Fig. 5a–c). The ipsilateral side demonstrated a *100 %

increase in GluCESTasym at 4.5 h after MCAO (Fig. 5d). The

elevated GluCESTasym in the ipsilateral side of MCAO model

was determined to be predominantly due to decreased pH.

Additionally, intravenous Glu injected in a rat brain tumor

model with a compromised blood brain barrier led to an ele-

vation of GluCESTasym around the tumor while no changes

were seen in the normal appearing tissue. Finally, GluCEST

maps of the brain in healthy human subjects showed a distinct

white matter, gray matter distribution and demonstrated the

feasibility of mapping relative changes in Glu concentration

as well as pH in vivo. For validation, a strong correlation was

observed between the GluCESTasym ratio from GM and WM

ROIs (1.6 ± 0.2) and the measured Glu concentration ratio

from 1H magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) data from

the same ROIs (1.6 ± 0.1). Recent studies have used this

approach to investigate changes in Glu in a rat model of

Alzheimer’s disease [53] as well as to map Glu in the spinal

cord [54]. This technique has the ability to provide new

insights into the role of Glu in the CNS as well as serve as a

biomarker for diagnosis and treatment of CNS disorders.

Given the excellent sensitivity to pH, with proper calibration it

may be possible to use GluCEST for determining pH.

Creatine (Cr) is another important metabolite that has

exchangeable amine protons. Cr plays an essential role in

the storage and transmission of phosphate-bound energy.

During skeletal muscle exercise, phosphocreatine (PCr) is

depleted to maintain the adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

supply leading to an increase Cr concentration and thus Cr

can be used as a marker of muscle energetics. Cr exhibits a

CEST effect (CrCEST) between its amine (–NH2) and bulk

water protons [55–57]. Cr amine protons have an exchange

site at *1.8 ppm from water and the CEST effect from Cr

is linearly proportional to the Cr concentration in the

physiological pH range. Furthermore, this CEST effect

from Cr can be isolated from the other metabolites of the

creatine kinase reaction (PCr, ATP, ADP) based on their

exchange rate differences [57]. 31P MRS has been used

Fig. 5 GluCESTasym maps of

an ischemic rat brain model.

a Rat brain anatomic proton

image. b, c The GluCESTasym

maps of the rat brain acquired at

1 and 4.5 h following the

induction of stroke. d The plot

of GluCESTasym versus time

after MCAO at regions of

interest within the rectangular

areas shown in c. In the

ipsilateral side GluCESTasym is

almost doubled at 4.5 h after

occlusion. e The GluCESTasym

plots from the contralateral side

(blue curve) and ipsilateral side

(red curve) (from Ref. [52•],

with permission.)
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extensively to study oxidative metabolism of skeletal

muscle and is able to relay information about the concen-

trations of PCr, Pi, as well as muscle pH [58–61]. However,
31P MRS, like all spectroscopy techniques, suffers from

poor spatial resolution as well as low sensitivity due the

low gyromagnetic ratio of 31P. CrCEST is able to image Cr

distribution in muscle and thus may provide information

about creatine kinase kinetics with high spatial resolution.

The feasibility of using this technique to spatially mapping

free Cr changes in skeletal muscle in healthy volunteers has

been demonstrated at 7T [62]. Mild plantar flexion exercise

led to an increase in CrCEST that was well localized to the

posterior compartment of the lower leg and, as expected,

exponentially recovered back to baseline in *2 min

(Fig. 6a). CrCEST results were compared with 31P MRS

results showing good agreement in the recovery kinetics of

CrCEST and PCr signal following exercise (Fig. 6b, c). In

addition to skeletal muscle, this approach has also been

applied to cardiac muscle energetics [63]. Future studies

using this approach may provide new insights into muscle

energetics and can serve as a tool for the diagnosis and

treatment of skeletal muscle and cardiac disorders.

Additionally, amine-proton exchange has been studied

collectively (APEX) by applying a high amplitude and

shorter duration saturation pulse at Dx = ±2.5 ppm [64].

Ischemia induced by cardiac arrest or MCAO, resulted in a

decrease in APT contrast but significant increase in APEX

contrast. However, this method lacks specificity and only

tracks local pH or amine proton concentration changes.

Compared to amide, amine protons tend to have faster

exchange rates. While this allows for higher saturation

transfer efficiency, a higher B1 amplitude is required in

order to achieve saturation, which increases direct water

saturation effects and may be limited by Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)

regulations. Typically, the faster exchange rates of amine

protons do not satisfy the slow to intermediate exchange

condition [Eq. (1)] at low fields (B3T) and as a result,

amine CEST studies have to be performed at ultrahigh

fields (C7T).

Fig. 6 a CrCESTasym maps of a human lower leg before and after

plantar flexion exercise. b The plot of 31P MRS PCr peak integral as a

function of time before and after exercise. c The plot of the average

CrCESTasym as a function of time in a region of interest selected to

correlate to the depth of penetration of the 31P MRS surface coil

(unpublished results from author’s laboratory)
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CEST Imaging of pH

pH is an important marker of many disease processes and

pathologies including cancer and stroke. Current noninvasive

approaches to measure pH in vivo rely on 1H and 31P MRS

[65]. However, the poor spatial resolution and scan time

limitations have limited their application in the clinic. On the

other hand, the direct effect of pH on chemical exchange rate

makes CEST an ideal technique to assess change in pH in vivo

with high spatial resolution. As a result, CEST imaging has

been used to study and attempt to quantify changes in pH

[55, 66, 67]. In fact, image contrast due to changes in pH has

been utilized in a significant amount of APT studies.

CEST based pH quantification has its own challenges. In

an in vitro setting where other factors can be controlled for,

several studies have developed algorithms to measure and

accurately quantify differences in pH [68]. However, CEST

contrast depends on several parameters including labile

proton concentration, temperature, water content, the T1 of

water, saturation parameters as well as any other factors

which affect the chemical environment of the exchanging

protons. This makes in vivo pH quantification significantly

more challenging as accounting for all of these factors

in vivo is rather difficult. An alternate strategy is to use a

CEST agent with two exchanging sites, which can be used

as an internal reference to control for many of these con-

founds. By using a CEST agent with two exchange sites,

the ratio of the CEST asymmetry at each exchange site will

vary with the ratio of exchange rates, and can thus be used

for pH calibration [66]. However, this technique was only

validated in vitro and has not been applied to in vivo

endogenous pH measurement studies.

Exogenous Contrast Agents

After its discovery as a mechanism of contrast in MRI, CEST

was discussed as a possible mechanism for exogenous contrast

agents [22]. Unlike most MRI contrast agents, which alter

water proton T1 or T2, these agents reduce the water proton

signal through a chemical exchange site on the contrast agent.

A major advantage of using saturation transfer over conven-

tional contrast agents is that the agents can be switched on and

off depending on the saturation frequency. CEST exogenous

agents have several advantages. First, they can be designed to

look at a particular metabolite or receptor. These agents can be

polymerized to increase the number of exchange sites per

mole and can possess multiple exchange sites. One of the

applications of exogenous CEST agents is as reporter genes,

which could provide information about the distribution and

viability of targeted cells in vivo. Current MR techniques rely

on paramagnetic or superparamagnetic substrates to shorten

T1 and T2 and cannot be turned off. Recently, oligonucleotides

were designed that encoded lysine rich protein (LRP) (200

lysine residues; 32 kDa), which were cloned into a mamma-

lian expression vector [69]. Poly-L-lysine has amide protons,

which exchange with water protons to create CEST contrast.

The vector was transfected into 9L rat glioma cells. CEST

asymmetry maps were then able to distinguish LRP-express-

ing tumors from control tumors (Fig. 7).

While exogenous CEST agents have some advantages,

as with all contrast agents, they must be introduced into the

body, usually through intravascular injection, which may

increase scan time to allow the contrast agent to perfuse

into the tissue. Additionally, prior to in vivo human studies

with these agents, including paramagnetic agents, their

potential toxicity has to be addressed.

Technical Considerations

The CEST effect depends on several factors such as field

strength (B0), concentration of metabolite with exchanging

spins, exchange rate, B0 and B1 field homogeneities, T1 of

water protons, RF saturation pulse duration and amplitude.

Thus in measuring the CEST effect from a given metabolite

all these factors have to be optimized and accounted for.

Field Homogeneity

Static magnetic field (B0) and RF field (B1) inhomogenei-

ties present a challenge for CEST imaging. This is

Fig. 7 In vivo imaging of lysine rich protein (LRP). a Anatomical

image and b CEST signal intensity–difference map overlaid on the

anatomical image distinguishes between LRP-expressing and control

xenografts (from Ref. [69], with permission.)
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particularly significant at ultrahigh magnetic fields, where

the effects of these inhomogeneities are magnified [21]. B0

field inhomogeneities lead to a shift in the water resonance

frequency that results in asymmetric direct water saturation

effects and as a result artificial CEST effects in asymmetry

analysis. Even small shifts in field inhomogeneity may lead

to large errors in the measured CEST asymmetry. B1

inhomogeneity on the other hand results an increase or

decrease in the applied RF. This leads to either a reduction

of saturation efficiency or an increase in direct water sat-

uration effects, which will create inaccuracies in the CEST

asymmetry maps. Several methods have been developed

for correction of B0 and B1 inhomogeneities [28, 70, 71].

Accurate correction of field inhomogeneities is essential to

precise CEST asymmetry measurements.

CEST Pulse Sequences

In general, low-power, long-duration rectangular saturation

pulses are employed in phantom and animal model studies.

However, due to clinical scanner limitations, trains of

Gaussian or Hanning windowed short duration pulses

separated by short delays are employed. Currently, most

applications of CEST utilize a single slice readout. CEST

requires acquisition at multiple saturation frequencies with

long repetition times (TR) to allow for relaxation. To

address this issue, new multislice and three-dimensional

(3D) acquisition techniques have emerged to decrease scan

times. One approach is to insert a short frequency-selective

saturation pulse between spatially selective excitation

pulses in a standard 2D gradient-echo (GRE) sequence

[72]. As the TR of GRE readout pulses is much less than

T1, this leads to an additive effect of saturation pulses for

slowly exchanging spins and thus can use an interleaved,

multi-slice readout. Another method utilizes a long primary

saturation pulse to generate CEST contrast and repetitive

short secondary saturation pulses immediately after the

image acquisition so as to maintain the steady state CEST

contrast for multi-slice acquisition and signal averaging

[73]. Finally, a 3D gradient and spin-echo (GRASE) image

readout has been implemented in combination with a

multichannel coil that allows for parallel imaging tech-

niques to obtain a z-spectrum (26 frequencies) of the entire

brain in less than 10 min [74]. All of these methods rely on

steady state CEST contrast and as a result may not be

optimal for faster exchanging spins. Development of faster,

multislice or 3D CEST techniques is important to trans-

lating CEST imaging to more clinical applications.

Line-Fitting Methods

In order to address the many confounders of the CEST

effects including NOE effects and MTR asymmetry several

methods have also been developed that utilize z-spectral

fitting for computing the CEST effect. One method utilizes

multiple saturation frequency offsets centered around the

z-spectral dips of amide protons, MT asymmetry and NOE

in order to isolate each respective z-spectral contribution

[75]. However, this technique requires that a narrow peak

be observed in the z-spectra and thus has limited applica-

bility at lower fields and faster exchanging spins. Another

approach fits z-spectral data using Lorentzian functions

corresponding to direct saturation (DS), magnetization

transfer (MT) and CEST components using either linear or

probabilistic combinations [76]. While these methods show

promise for decoupling the confounding contributions to

the CEST effect, further work is necessary to assess their

in vivo accuracy.

Alternative Exchange-Based Approaches

In addition to the conventional method of measuring

CESTasym described by Eq. (2), several other methods have

been developed for exchange transfer MRI. These include

frequency-labeled exchange transfer (FLEX) [77], com-

bining chemical exchange saturation transfer and T1q

magnetization preparations (CESTrho) [78], length and

offset varied saturation (LOVARS) [79], two-frequency RF

irradiation [80], chemical exchange rotation transfer

(CERT) [81] as well as others. These methods may further

advance exchange based MRI, but need further character-

ization in in vivo applications.

Conclusion

Endogenous CEST applications show promise to use MRI

as a noninvasive, nonionizing tool for molecular imaging.

Recent work has identified and imaged in vivo several

endogenous metabolites with exchangeable protons. Sev-

eral studies have demonstrated the feasibility of imple-

menting these methods both in preclinical models as well

as in human studies. These endogenous compounds can be

exploited as biomarkers for diagnosis and characterization

of diseases such as cancer, neurological or psychiatric

diseases, stroke, osteoarthritis and various skeletal muscle

disorders as well as in treatment monitoring. Recent

advances in CEST techniques have rapidly grown the field

and further developments in improving the acquisition

speed and spatial coverage, as well as techniques to

enhance the specificity of the methods will enable wide-

spread translation into the clinical setting.
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